Selected Bibliography

The bibliography offers a selection of works designed to complement the spring 2016 events, which examine the life and thought of Louis D. Brandeis and the continuing resonance, in the twenty-first century, of the issues that he cared about. It is organized around the topics of the March and April panels. Papers commissioned specifically for the LDB 100 celebration begin each section; author names appear in bold.

We thank Anu Shah ’16 for his work on this document.

Louis D. Brandeis, the Supreme Court, and American Democracy
(January 28, 2016) brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events


Louis Brandeis and the Transformation of American Zionism
Vision, Identity, and Legacy

(*March 1, 2016*) brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events


Citizenship and the Economy
Labor, Inequality and Bigness

(March 7, 2016) brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events

Adelstein, Richard, “The Last Autonomist” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31440

Goldstein, Alexis, “What a Little Sunlight Can Do: Learning from the Economic Legacy of Louis D. Brandeis” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31439


Privacy, Technology and the Modern Self
*(March 21, 2016)* [brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events](http://brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events)

**Allen, Anita**, “The Declining Significance of Home: Privacy ‘Whilst Quiet’ and of No Use to Artists or Anyone” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) [http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31438](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31438)

**Harris, Shane**, “Privacy Imperiled: What Would Brandeis Make of the NSA and Edward Snowden?” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) [http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31437](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31437)

**Mirmina, Steven A.**, “Translating Justice Brandeis’s Views on Privacy for the 21st Century” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) [http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31436](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31436)


**Jewish Justices and the Expanding Diversity of the Supreme Court**

*(April 4, 2016)* [brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events](http://brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events)

**Dalin, David**, “The Appointment of Louis D. Brandeis, The First Jewish Justice on the Supreme Court” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now)

[http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31435](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31435)

**Greene, Linda**, “Diversifying the Supreme Court: Brandeis, Marshall, Sotomayor” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now)

[http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31434](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31434)


Speech and Participation in a Democracy

(*April 18, 2016*) [brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events](http://brandeis.edu/ldb-100/events)

**Kendrick, Leslie,** “Brandeis, Speech, and Money” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) [http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31433](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31433)

**Levy, Jon D.**, “The Brandeis/Citizens United Question” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) [http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31432](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31432)

**Strum, Philippa**, “Speech and Democracy: The Legacy of Justice Brandeis Today” (commissioned for LDB 100: Then and Now) [http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31431](http://bir.brandeis.edu/handle/10192/31431)


